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Abstract
The region where the main asteroid belt is now located may have started empty, to become
populated early in the history of the Solar system with material scattered outward by the
terrestrial planets and inward by the giant planets. These dynamical pathways toward the
main belt may still be active today. Here, we present results from a data mining experiment
aimed at singling out present-daymembers of themain asteroid belt thatmay have reached the
belt during the last few hundred years. Probable newcomers include 2003 BM1, 2007 RS62,
457175 (2008 GO98), 2010 BG18, 2010 JC58, 2010 JV52, 2010 KS6, 2010 LD74, 2010 OX38,
2011 QQ99, 2013 HT149, 2015 BH103, 2015 BU525, 2015 RO127, 2015 RS139, 2016 PC41,
2016 UU231, 2020 SA75, 2020 UO43, and 2021 UJ5, all of them in the outer belt. Some of
these candidates may have been inserted in their current orbits after experiencing relatively
recent close encounters with Jupiter. We also investigated the likely source regions of such
new arrivals. Asteroid 2020UO43, if real, has a non-negligible probability of having an origin
in the Oort cloud or even interstellar space. Asteroid 2003 BM1 may have come from the
neighborhood of Uranus. However, most newcomers—including 457175, 2011 QQ99, and
2021UJ5—might have had an origin in Centaur orbital space. The reliability of these findings
is assessed within the context of the uncertainties of the available orbit determinations.

Keywords Main belt · Centaurs · Statistical analysis

1 Introduction

Between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, there is a diverse population of small bodies known
collectively as themain asteroid belt (see, for example, the review byRaymond andNesvorny
2022). Although there is general agreement that the main belt formed early in the history of
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the Solar system, the exact details of its origins remain uncertain. Shortly after the discovery
of the first members of the main asteroid belt, H.W.M. Olbers and others proposed that these
objects could be debris from a destroyed planet (see, for example, the reviews and notes by
Bobrovnikoff 1931; Kuiper 1950; Ovenden 1972; Napier andDodd 1973) or leftovermaterial
that never made into a planet due to, namely, collisional processes (see, for example, Kuiper
1950; Alfvén 1964; Napier andDodd 1974; Petit et al. 2001). However, Raymond and Izidoro
(2017) pointed out that dark, water-rich carbonaceous C-type asteroids dominate the outer
belt and drier, siliceous S-type asteroids are more common in the inner belt. Such a trend
led these authors to propose that the region where the main asteroid belt is now located
started empty and that the currently observed asteroids were inserted there from the inner
Solar system (S-types) and from the region of the giant planets (C-types). In this scenario,
material spread outward by the terrestrial planets contributed to the S-type asteroid population
currently inhabiting themain belt; debris scattered inwardmainly by Jupiter and Saturn ended
up contributing to the C-type component of the belt. The presence in the main asteroid belt
of material formed well beyond Jupiter and Saturn has been dramatically confirmed by
Hasegawa et al. (2021), who found two extremely red main-belt asteroids, 203 Pompeja and
269 Justitia. Such red bodies may share an origin with trans-Neptunian objects (TNOs) and
Centaurs that have surfaces covered with complex organics (see, for example, Barucci et al.
2008). However, red carbonaceous asteroids may turn less red over time because of space
weathering (see, for example, Hasegawa et al. 2022).

As the current orbital architecture of the coupled subsystems made of the inner and outer
planets may have remained in its present form for Gyr (see, for example, Innanen et al.
1998; Ito and Tanikawa 1999, 2002; Tanikawa and Ito 2007; Mikkola and Lehto 2022), it
is reasonable to assume that the dynamical pathways that might have populated the main
asteroid belt in the past could still be open today. In order to investigate such a possibility,
numerical integrations may be used to identify present-day members of the main asteroid
belt that may have followed significantly different orbits in the relatively recent past. There
are, however, over 106 known main-belt members and a blind search would require a very
substantial amount of computer power in order to complete the task. In sharp contrast, a
data mining exploration of a reliable database may lead to robust results using just modest
resources. Here, we present results from a data mining experiment aimed at singling out
present-day members of the main asteroid belt that may have reached the belt during the last
few hundred years. In a way, our investigation is the exact opposite of the one discussed by
Granvik et al. (2017) that focused on the escape of asteroids from the main belt. This paper
is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the data and methods used in our analyses,
which are shown in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we apply N -body simulations to further study some
objects of interest singled out by our statistical analyses. In Sect. 5, we discuss our results.
Our conclusions are summarized in Sect. 6.

2 Data andmethods

As of April 22, 2022, the Minor Planet Center (MPC)1 had 344.0 million of observations of
1,194,113 asteroids and 4405 comets (see, for example, Rudenko 2015, 2016; Hernandez
et al. 2019). The vast majority of the data corresponded to members of the main asteroid belt.
The data are available from the MPC itself and, in somewhat processed form, from several

1 https://minorplanetcenter.net/
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other online resources that include the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)2-hosted ensemble of
small-bodieswebsites and the EuropeanAsteroidsDynamic Site (ASTDyS)3 online informa-
tion service (see, for example, Knezevic and Milani 2012; Bernardi 2015). These databases
can be queried using tools available from the websites themselves, but also through several
packages written in the Python language (Van Rossum and Drake 1995, 2009).

2.1 Data

Here, we work with publicly available data (orbit determinations, input Cartesian vectors,
ephemerides) fromJPL’sSmall-BodyDatabase (SBDB)4 andHorizonsonline solar system
data and ephemeris computation service,5 both provided by the Solar System Dynamics
Group (SSDG,6 Giorgini et al. 1996; Chamberlin et al. 1997; Giorgini et al. 1997; Giorgini
2011, 2015). The Horizons ephemeris system has recently been updated, replacing the
DE430/431 planetary ephemeris, used since 2013, with the new DE440/441 solution (Park
et al. 2021). DE440 covers the years 1550–2650 while DE441 is tuned to cover a time
range of −13,200 to +17,191 years (Park et al. 2021). The new DE440/441 general-purpose
planetary solution includes seven additional years of ground and space-based astrometric
data, data calibrations, and dynamical model improvements, most significantly involving
Jupiter, Saturn, Pluto, and the Kuiper Belt (Park et al. 2021). Most data were retrieved from
JPL’s SBDB and Horizons using tools provided by the Python package Astroquery
(Ginsburg et al. 2019) and its HorizonsClass class.7

2.2 Methods

The statistical analyses in Sect. 3 have been carried out using tools from several Python
packages (Python 3.9 and the latest versions of the libraries were used). Some figures
have been produced using the Matplotlib library (Hunter 2007) and statistical tools
provided by NumPy (van der Walt et al. 2011; Harris et al. 2020). Sets of bins in frequency-
based histograms were computed using NumPy by applying the Freedman and Diaconis rule
(Freedman and Diaconis 1981).

The N -body simulations discussed in Sect. 4 were carried out using a direct N -body
code developed by Aarseth (2003) that is publicly available from the website of the Institute
of Astronomy of the University of Cambridge.8 This software uses the Hermite integration
scheme implemented by Makino (1991). This scheme applies a predictor–corrector time
integration method that uses an extrapolation of the equations of motion to predict positions
and velocities from which the new accelerations are computed; then, the predicted values
are corrected using interpolation by applying finite differences techniques. The Hermite
scheme allows efficient numerical integration of the entire Solar system thanks to the use
of a block-step strategy (Aarseth 2003) in which suitably quantized time-steps allow the
precise integration of the orbits ofMercury or planetary satellites and trans-Neptunian objects

2 https://www.jpl.nasa.gov
3 https://newton.spacedys.com/astdys/index.php?pc=0
4 https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/tools/sbdb_lookup.html#/
5 https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons/
6 https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/
7 https://astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/jplhorizons/jplhorizons.html
8 http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/~sverre/web/pages/nbody.htm
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simultaneously; encounters at very close range can also be followed with sufficient precision
(see, for example, the application to the Chelyabinsk event in de la Fuente Marcos et al.
2015). Results from this code have been extensively discussed by de la Fuente Marcos and
de la Fuente Marcos (2012) and compare well with those from Laskar et al. (2011) among
others. In our calculations, relative errors in the total energy are as low as 10−16–10−15. The
relative error in the total angular momentum is several orders of magnitude smaller.

The physical model included gravitational perturbations from the eight major planets,
the Moon, the barycentre of the Pluto-Charon system, and the three largest asteroids. When
integrating the equations of motion, non-gravitational forces, relativistic or oblateness terms
were not taken into account. Besides studying some representative orbits, we performed
additional calculations that applied the Monte Carlo using the Covariance Matrix (MCCM)
methodology described by de la Fuente Marcos and de la Fuente Marcos (2015) in which a
Monte Carlo process generates control or clone orbits based on the nominal orbit but adding
random noise on each orbital element by making use of the covariance matrix (that was
also retrieved from JPL’s SSDG SBDB using the Python package Astroquery and its
SBDBClass class).9

3 Statistical analysis

In order to identify present-day members of the main belt that may have had very different
orbits in the relatively recent past (∼400 yr ago), we retrieved (from JPL’s Horizons via
the astroquery.jplhorizons package pointed out above) the heliocentric osculating
orbital elements of each knownmember of the main belt for two epochs (t and t0): 2459600.5
JD TDB (2022-Jan-21.0 00:00:00.0 TDB, Barycentric Dynamical Time, J2000.0 ecliptic and
equinox) and2305427.5 JDTDB(=A.D. 1599-Dec-12 00:00:00.0TDB).Then,we computed
the absolute relative variation of the value of the orbital elements semimajor axis, eccentricity,
and inclination (a, e and i , respectively), �a , �e and �i . For example, �a = |at − at0 |/at
gives the absolute relative variation in the value of the semimajor axis. By computing the
distributions of �a , �e and �i , we can single out known members of the main belt that
had statistically significant different orbits in the recent past. The orbital evolution of such
objects can be studied in further detail using N -body simulations to find out about their past
dynamical history and most probable origin.

3.1 Inner main belt

Following JPL’s SBDB, inner main-belt asteroids have a < 2.0 au and q > 1.666 au. The
current tally of this orbit class is 26,027 objects (as of April 22, 2022). Most objects in
this region are Hungaria asteroids that populate the 5:1 mean motion resonance with Jupiter
between 1.78 au and 2 au from the Sun (see, for example, Milani et al. 2010).

Figure 1 shows the resulting distributions of the absolute relative variation in the value of
the orbital elements semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination:�a ,�e and�i . We use the
1st and 99th percentiles of the distribution to identify severe outliers (see, for example, Wall
and Jenkins 2012). Objects in the 1st percentile of the distribution, particularly in the case of
�a , can be considered as unusually dynamically stable;minor bodies in the 99th percentile are
the least stable of the sample set and any newcomers to the main belt are expected to be above
the 99th percentile of the distribution in�a . In the figure, median values are shown as vertical

9 https://astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/jplsbdb/jplsbdb.html
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Fig. 1 Inner main belt (26,027 objects as of April 22, 2022). Absolute relative variation in the value of the
orbital elements semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination: �a , �e and �i . The left-hand side column
of panels shows the distributions as frequency histograms; the right-hand side column of panels shows the
distribution of absolute relative variations as a function of the semimajor axis in logarithmic scale. Median
values are shown as vertical or horizontal blue lines and the 1st and 99th percentiles as red lines. Data source:
JPL’s Horizons

or horizontal blue lines and the 1st and 99th percentiles are displayed as red lines. For�a the
1st, 16th, 50th, 84th, 99th percentiles are: 1.66×10−6, 2.46×10−5, 7.83×10−5, 0.00016 and
0.00030. For�e, the same percentiles are: 0.00027, 0.00424, 0.01253, 0.02226, and 0.03979.
And for �i : 4.96×10−5, 0.00077, 0.00197, 0.00300, and 0.00440. The distributions are not
normal but in a normal distribution a value that is one standard deviation above the mean is
equivalent to the 84th percentile and a value that is one standard deviation below the mean
is equivalent to the 16th percentile (see, for example, Wall and Jenkins 2012).

Our analysis shows that the most stable objects, those within the 1st percentile of the
distributions, tend to occupy the central regions of the inner belt, with a ∼ 1.9 au. On the
other hand, there are no objects with large values (for example,> 1) of the relative variations.
In particular, the maximum value of �a is of the order of 0.0015 (see the right-hand side
panels in Fig. 1), whichmeans that the largest variation in the semimajor axis over the studied
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time interval is well under 1%. The largest variations are observed in�e. Figure 1, right-hand
side top panel, shows that the largest variations are linked to mean motion resonances; the
banded distribution observed is the result of the overlapping grid of mean motion resonances
with Earth and Mars discussed by Gallardo (2006, 2019). The maxima in the distributions
of �e and �i are linked to objects subjected to the von Zeipel–Lidov–Kozai mechanism
(von Zeipel 1910; Kozai 1962; Lidov 1962; Ito and Ohtsuka 2019) that drives anti-correlated
eccentricity–inclination oscillations. The effects of the von Zeipel–Lidov–Kozai mechanism
have been well documented not only within the inner main belt (Michel and Thomas 1996)
but in other sections of the belt as well (Vinogradova 2017).

3.2 Main belt

Following JPL’s SBDB, main belt asteroids have 2.0 au < a < 3.2 au and q > 1.666 au
and this orbit class includes 1,073,121 objects. Figure 2, right-hand side top panel, shows the
strong Kirkwood gap at 2.5 au due to the 3:1 mean motion resonance with Jupiter, another
one at 2.82 au caused by the 5:2 mean motion resonance with Jupiter, and a third one at
2.958 au linked to the 7:3 mean motion resonance with Jupiter (see, for example, Murray
and Dermott 1999).

The maximum values of �a , �e and �i are observed for objects with a > 3.0 au. How-
ever, the maximum value of �a is under 0.1 (with one exception); therefore, the largest
variation over the studied time interval is still below 10%, not high enough to signal objects
that may have entered the main belt in the relatively recent past. Although not as clearly
as in Fig. 1, right-hand side top panel, Fig. 2, right-hand side top panel, shows an overlap-
ping grid of mean motion resonances. For �a , the 1st, 16th, 50th, 84th, 99th percentiles
are: 7.34×10−6, 0.00012, 0.00044, 0.00134 and 0.00677. For �e, the same percentiles are:
0.00028, 0.00449, 0.01827, 0.06437, and 0.31803. And for �i : 0.00030, 0.00482, 0.01593,
0.04076, and 0.17062. These values are higher than their equivalents for the inner main belt.
Our analysis reveals that the most stable objects, those within the 1st percentile of the distri-
butions, tend to occupy the regions with 2.0 au < a < 2.5 au, and they could be as stable as
their counterparts in the inner belt.

3.3 Outer main belt

Following JPL’s SBDB, outer main-belt asteroids have 3.2 au < a < 4.6 au and the current
membership of this orbit class includes 36,901 objects. This region hosts the Hildas (see,
for example, Ferraz-Mello et al. 1998), a concentration of asteroids trapped in the 3:2 mean
motion resonance with Jupiter (between 3.7 au and 4.2 au), the Cybele asteroids (see, for
example, Carruba et al. 2015), in the 7:4meanmotion resonancewith Jupiter (between 3.27 au
and 3.7 au), and the Thule dynamical group (see, for example, Brož and Vokrouhlický 2008)
in the 4:3 mean motion resonance with Jupiter (between 4.26 au and 4.3 au). At 3.27 au,
we have the Hecuba gap (see, for example, Roig et al. 2002). The dynamical space between
the Cybele, Thule, and Hilda asteroidal populations is unstable because of the overlapping
of numerous three-body mean motion resonances, the so-called resonance sea discussed by
Gallardo (2006).

Figure 3 shows that this region is by far the most perturbed of the main asteroid belt. The
values of the absolute relative variations in a, e, and i are significantly higher than in other
regions of the belt. For�a the 1st, 16th, 50th, 84th, 99th percentiles are: 5.25×10−5, 0.00084,
0.00353, 0.00960 and 0.03954. For�e, the same percentiles are: 0.00237, 0.04060, 0.15082,
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Fig. 2 Main belt’s core (1,073,121 objects as of April 22, 2022). Absolute relative variation in the value of
the orbital elements semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination: �a , �e and �i . The left-hand side column
of panels shows the distributions as frequency histograms; the right-hand side column of panels shows the
distribution of absolute relative variations as a function of the semimajor axis in logarithmic scale. Median
values are shown as vertical or horizontal blue lines and the 1st and 99th percentiles as red lines. Data source:
JPL’s Horizons

0.42004, and 2.13023. And for �i : 0.00035, 0.00586, 0.02082, 0.05824, and 0.45447. Here,
we find multiple objects with �a well above the 99th percentile of the distribution. In the
following section, we will focus on the subsample with �a > 0.6 that we consider as highly
likely to having arrived at the outermain belt in relatively recent times. It is, however, possible
that some of such objects are trapped in secular resonances thatmay bring themback and forth
into the belt from beyond Jupiter. If the orbit determinations are robust enough, numerical
integrations should be able to confirm their true dynamical nature.

4 Recent arrivals

From the analyses in Sect. 3, we conclude that only the outer main belt hosts a population
of minor bodies that may have entered the belt during the last few hundred years. Assuming
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Fig. 3 Outer main belt (36,901 objects as of April 22, 2022). Absolute relative variation in the value of the
orbital elements semimajor axis, eccentricity, and inclination: �a , �e and �i . The left-hand side column
of panels shows the distributions as frequency histograms; the right-hand side column of panels shows the
distribution of absolute relative variations as a function of the semimajor axis in logarithmic scale. Median
values are shown as vertical or horizontal blue lines and the 1st and 99th percentiles as red lines. Data source:
JPL’s Horizons

a threshold of �a > 0.6 as pointed out above, the list of recent arrivals in Table 1 includes
2003 BM1, 2007 RS62, 457175 (2008 GO98), 2010 BG18, 2010 JC58, 2010 JV52, 2010 KS6,
2010 LD74, 2010 OX38, 2011 QQ99, 2013 HT149, 2015 BH103, 2015 BU525, 2015 RO127,
2015 RS139, 2016 PC41, 2016 UU231, 2020 SA75, 2020 UO43, and 2021 UJ5.

Unfortunately, most of the objects in Table 1 have very short data arcs and, consistently,
their orbit determinations are very uncertain. The objects with the highest probability of being
newcomers are 2003BM1, 2010 LD74, 2015BU525 and 2020UO43. Asteroids 2003BM1 and
2020 UO43 have robust orbit determinations (but see the comment on 2020 UO43 later on),
but 2010 LD74 and 2015 BU525 have very poor orbit determinations, based on observational
arcs spanning just one day. Minor bodies 2003 BM1, 2015 BU525, 2020 SA75, 2020 UO43,
and 2021 UJ5 are included in the list of asteroids with comet-like orbits maintained by Y. R.
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Fig. 4 Evolution of the orbital elements semimajor axis (top panels), eccentricity (middle panels), and incli-
nation (bottom panels) for the nominal orbit of 2003 BM1 (left-hand side panels) and 2020 UO43 (right-hand
side panels). For 2020 UO43, the semimajor axis and eccentricity are initially negative and larger than 1,
respectively. These values are associated with unbound orbits. The origin of time is the epoch 2459600.5 JD
Barycentric Dynamical Time (2022-Jan-21.0 00:00:00.0 TDB) and the output cadence is 30 d. The source of
the data is JPL’s Horizons

Fernández.10 None of these objects have been studied in detail yet and no cometary activity
has ever been observed on any of them.

In sharp contrast and among the rest of the sample, at least one object has been found to
exhibit cometary activity, 457175 (2008 GO98), and it has a dual designation as comet 362P
(García-Migani and Gil-Hutton 2018; Borysenko et al. 2019; Kokhirova et al. 2021). From
this group, only 457175, 2011 QQ99, and 2021 UJ5 (data arc of 68 d with 51 observations)
have robust orbit determinations. It is rather suspicious that out of 15 objects in Table 1 with
0.6 < �a < 2 just 20% have sufficiently good orbit determinations, with 80% having very
short data arcs, mostly ≤3 d. The lack of recovery observations suggests that some of these
objects may have been in outburst when discovered and their apparent magnitudes outside
their active phases may be too low to enable casual recovery by non-targeted surveys such
as those looking for TNOs or near-Earth objects (NEOs). A recent example of an object
serendipitously discovered when in the active phase is Centaur 2020 MK4 (de la Fuente
Marcos et al. 2021).

Figure 4 shows the short-term past and future dynamical evolution of the nominal orbits of
2003BM1 and 2020UO43 as computed by JPL’sHorizons (the ephemerideswere retrieved

10 https://physics.ucf.edu/~yfernandez/lowtj.html
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Fig. 5 Evolution of the orbital elements semimajor axis (top panels), eccentricity (middle panels), and inclina-
tion (bottom panels) for the nominal orbit of 457175 (2008 GO98), left-hand side panels, 2011 QQ99, central
panels, and 2021 UJ5, right-hand side panels. The origin of time is the epoch 2459600.5 JD Barycentric
Dynamical Time (2022-Jan-21.0 00:00:00.0 TDB) and the output cadence is 30 d. The source of the data is
JPL’s Horizons

using theAstroquery package as pointed out above and plotted usingMatplotlib). The
two objects exhibit a rather chaotic evolution both in the recent past and into the immediate
future. This is the result of planetary encounters at close range (mainly with Jupiter and
Saturn, see below). Figure 4, left-hand side top panel, shows that 2003 BM1 came from
the neighborhood of Uranus and arrived at its present location nearly 235 yr ago. However,
the most striking case involves 2020 UO43 that may have reached its current orbit coming
from interstellar space. This object may have entered the Solar system nearly a century ago
with an eccentricity of 1.1150, not too different from that of 1I/2017 U1 (‘Oumuamua),
1.20113±0.00002, the first known interstellar body passing through the Solar system (see,
for example, de la Fuente Marcos and de la Fuente Marcos 2017a, b; Hainaut et al. 2018;
Micheli et al. 2018; ’Oumuamua ISSI Team et al. 2019; Seligman et al. 2019).

The second group of newcomers, those with �a < 2, may have come from Centaur
orbital space (see, for example, Di Sisto and Brunini 2007; Bailey and Malhotra 2009; Jewitt
2009; Wong et al. 2019; Di Sisto and Rossignoli 2020; Roberts and Muñoz-Gutiérrez 2021).
Figure 5 shows the short-term past and future evolution of the three objects with the best orbit
determinations of the sample: 457175, 2011 QQ99, and 2021 UJ5. The three objects have
chaotic dynamical histories, but 457175 appears to have followed a one-way path into the
outer main belt; the other two objects seem to spend as much time inside the belt as outside of
it and even beyond Jupiter’s orbit (2011 QQ99). The evolution of the relevant orbital elements
of the remaining objects in Table 1 is shown in Fig. 14 of Appendix C. As in the previous
case, the jumps in the values of the orbital parameters are the result of planetary encounters
at close range (mainly with Jupiter and Saturn, see below).
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In the following, wewill study inmore detail the past dynamical evolution of some of these
objects. We will leave outside of our analyses those objects with short data arcs in Table 1
and 457175 because its orbital evolution is affected by the non-gravitational force caused by
outgassing. The orbit determination of 457175 available from JPL’s SBDB includes the usual
orbital elements—a, e, i , longitude of the ascending node,�, argument of perihelion, ω, and
time of perihelion passage, τ— and three non-gravitational parameters associated with the
non-gravitational radial, transverse, and normal accelerations.

4.1 2003 BM1

This object was first observed on January 24, 2003 by the Near-Earth Asteroid Tracking
(NEAT, Helin et al. 1997; Pravdo et al. 1999) program at Palomar Mountain (Lopez et al.
2003). Its orbit determination is based on 90 observations with a data-arc span of 5140 d (see
Table 2 in Appendix A). Asteroid 2003 BM1 follows a rather eccentric path that approaches
Mars, but it does not cross its orbit, reaching aphelion beyond Jupiter, which is the only planet
that can directly perturb its trajectory. The value of its semimajor axis, 3.64 au, places it in
the orbital realm of the Cybele asteroids, but it is not one of them. Figure 4, left-hand side
panels, shows that the nominal orbit led 2003 BM1 into the outer belt from the neighborhood
of Uranus. Díaz and Gil-Hutton (2008) included this object in their study of asteroids in
cometary orbits concluding that some of those objects are not dormant comet candidates
from the Jupiter family—those with Tisserand’s parameter, TJ (Murray and Dermott 1999),
in the range 2–3 and orbital periods under 20 yr or 200 yr, depending on the authors—
but asteroids that reached their current orbits as a result of perturbations. The Tisserand
parameter, which is a quasi-invariant, is given by the expression:

TJ = aJ
a

+ 2 cos i

√
a

aJ
(1 − e2) , (1)

where a, e, and i are the semimajor axis, eccentricity and inclination of the orbit of the small
body under study, and aJ is the semimajor axis of the orbit of Jupiter (Murray and Dermott
1999).

Figure 6 shows the results of N -body integrations backward in time for the nominal orbit
and representative control or clone orbits of 2003 BM1 with Cartesian vectors separated+3σ
(in green), −3σ (in lime), +6σ (in blue), −6σ (in cyan), +9σ (in red), and −9σ (in pink)
from the nominal values in Table 7 of Appendix B. These calculations have been carried out
as described in Sect. 2. Our results are indicative of a very chaotic dynamical past driven
by very frequent encounters with Jupiter but also with Saturn, inside the Hill radii of both
planets. The evolution is so unstable that some control orbits in Fig. 6 led to ejections from
the Solar system (−6σ control orbit in cyan and+9σ in red); in other words, 2003 BM1 has a
small probability of having an origin in the Oort cloud and perhaps even in interstellar space.
However, our calculations suggest that its most probable source is in the region between
the orbits of Jupiter and Neptune, the Centaur orbital domain. The −9σ control orbit (in
pink) shows a capture in a von Zeipel–Lidov–Kozai secular resonance with anti-correlated
eccentricity–inclination oscillations.

4.2 2020 UO43

This object was first observed on October 20, 2020, by the Pan-STARRS 1 (Kaiser 2004)
telescope system at Haleakala. Its orbit determination is based on 13 observations with a
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Fig. 6 Short-term past evolution of relevant parameters of 2003 BM1.We show the evolution of the distance to
Jupiter (top panel) and Saturn (second to top) of the nominal orbit (in black) as described by the corresponding
orbit determination in Table 2 of Appendix A and those of control orbits or clones with Cartesian vectors
separated +3σ (in green), −3σ (in lime), +6σ (in blue), −6σ (in cyan), +9σ (in red), and −9σ (in pink)
from the nominal values in Table 7 of Appendix B. The Hill radii of Jupiter, 0.338 au, and Saturn, 0.412 au,
are shown in red.The third to top panel shows the evolution of the semimajor axis, a. The third to bottom
panel shows the evolution of the eccentricity, e. The second to bottom panel displays the inclination, i . The
bottom panel shows the variations in the Tisserand’s parameter, TJ (Murray and Dermott 1999), and includes
the boundary references 2 (in brown) and 3 (in orange). The output time-step size is 1 yr, the origin of time is
epoch 2459600.5 TDB. The source of the input data is JPL’s Horizons

data-arc span of 548 d (see Table 3 in Appendix A). Asteroid 2020 UO43 follows a quite
eccentric orbit that crosses that of Mars, reaching aphelion well beyond Jupiter. The value
of its semimajor axis, 4.14 au places it within the orbital realm of the Hilda asteroids, but it
is not one of them. Figure 4, right-hand side panels, shows that the nominal orbit brought
2020 UO43 from interstellar space into the outer belt.

To understand its possible origin better, we performed integrations backward in time using
MCCM to generate control orbits and found that the probability of having this object captured
from interstellar space during the last 105 yr is 0.28±0.05 (average and standard deviation
of 8×103 experiments). Figure 7 shows the results of these simulations. Most control orbits
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Fig. 7 Values of the barycentric distance as a function of the velocity parameter 105 yr into the past for 8×103

control orbits of 2020 UO43 generated using the MCCM approach. The velocity parameter is the difference
between the barycentric and escape velocities at the computed barycentric distance in units of the escape
velocity. Positive values of the velocity parameter are associated with control orbits that could be the result
of capture. The thick black line corresponds to the aphelion distance—a (1 + e), limiting case e = 1— that
defines the domain of dynamically old comets with a−1 > 2.5×10−5 au−1 (seeKrólikowska andDybczyński
2017); the thick red line signals the radius of the Hill sphere of the Solar system (see, for example, Chebotarev
1965)

led to barycentric distances with values below the aphelion distance that defines the domain
of dynamically old Oort cloud comets (see Królikowska and Dybczyński 2017). The most
straightforward interpretation of these results is that 2020 UO43 may have not arrived from
interstellar space: It could be a dynamically old object instead, with a likely origin in the
Solar system. However, an origin outside the Solar system cannot be rejected with the current
orbit determination. In fact, this object might not be real but the result of bad linkage by the
MPC.11

4.3 210718 (2000 ST252)

Asteroid 210718 (2000 ST252) is not in Table 1, but it is included here because it experi-
enced a short-term excursion well outside the outer asteroid belt within the explored time
frame. This object was first observed on September 24, 2000, by the Lincoln Near-Earth
Asteroid Research (LINEAR) project (Stokes et al. 2000) from Socorro, New Mexico. Its
orbit determination is based on 584 observations with a data-arc span of 7822 d (see Table 4
in Appendix A). Asteroid 210718 follows a moderately eccentric orbit that never gets close
to Mars, reaching aphelion inside Jupiter’s orbit. The value of its semimajor axis, 3.61 au
places it in the orbital realm of the Cybele asteroids, but it is not one of them. Figure 8, shows

11 The 2019 Catalina Sky Survey observations are of 108761 (2001 OK46); the 2020 observations do not
correspond to any known object, but are vague enough to have a meaningless orbit and make it effectively
unrecoverable (Deen 2022, private communication).
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Fig. 8 Evolution of the orbital
elements semimajor axis (top
panels), eccentricity (middle
panels), and inclination (bottom
panels) for the nominal orbit of
210718 (2000 ST252) that
experiences a short-term
excursion well outside the outer
asteroid belt within the explored
time frame. The origin of time is
the epoch 2459600.5 JD
Barycentric Dynamical Time
(2022-Jan-21.0 00:00:00.0 TDB)
and the output cadence is 30 d.
The source of the data is JPL’s
Horizons

that the nominal orbit led 210718 into the outer belt from beyond Jupiter, but 400 yr ago it
was part of the outer asteroid belt.

Figure 9 shows the result of N -body integrations backward in time for the nominal orbit
and representative control orbits of 210718. As in the case of 2003 BM1, our results show
a very chaotic dynamical past driven by frequent encounters with Jupiter and Saturn, inside
the Hill radii of both planets. The evolution is quite unstable and one control orbit in Fig. 9
led to an ejection from the Solar system (−6σ control orbit in cyan); therefore, 210718 has a
very small probability of having an origin in the Oort cloud and perhaps even in interstellar
space. However, our calculations suggest that its most probable source, like in the case of
2003 BM1, is in the region between the orbits of Jupiter and Neptune, the Centaur orbital
domain.
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Fig. 9 Short-term past evolution of relevant parameters of 210718 (2000 ST252). We show the evolution of
the distance to Jupiter (top panel) and Saturn (second to top) of the nominal orbit (in black) as described by
the corresponding orbit determination in Table 4 of Appendix A and those of control orbits or clones with
Cartesian vectors separated +3σ (in green), −3σ (in lime), +6σ (in blue), −6σ (in cyan), +9σ (in red),
and −9σ (in pink) from the nominal values in Table 8 of Appendix B. The Hill radii of Jupiter, 0.338 au,
and Saturn, 0.412 au, are shown in red. The third to top panel shows the evolution of the semimajor axis, a.
The third to bottom panel shows the evolution of the eccentricity, e. The second to bottom panel displays the
inclination, i . The bottom panel shows the variations in the Tisserand’s parameter, TJ (Murray and Dermott
1999), and includes the boundary references 2 (in brown) and 3 (in orange). The output time-step size is 1 yr,
the origin of time is epoch 2459600.5 TDB. The source of the input data is JPL’s Horizons

4.4 2011 QQ99

This object was first observed on September 8, 1996, at the Steward Observatory in Kitt
Peak and assigned the provisional designation 1996 RR10. It was rediscovered on August 23,
2011, by the Pan-STARRS 1 (Kaiser 2004) telescope system at Haleakala and assigned the
provisional designation 2011 QQ99 to being later recognized as the former 1996 RR10. Its
orbit determination is based on 48 observations with a data-arc span of 8918 d (see Table 5 in
AppendixA). Asteroid 2011QQ99 follows amoderately eccentric orbit that never approaches
Mars, reaching aphelion beyond Jupiter that is the only planet that can directly perturb its
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Fig. 10 Short-term past evolution of relevant parameters of 2011 QQ99. We show the evolution of the distance
to Jupiter (top panel) andSaturn (second to top) of the nominal orbit (in black) as described by the corresponding
orbit determination in Table 5 of Appendix A and those of control orbits or clones with Cartesian vectors
separated +3σ (in green), −3σ (in lime), +6σ (in blue), −6σ (in cyan), +9σ (in red), and −9σ (in pink)
from the nominal values in Table 9 of Appendix B. The Hill radii of Jupiter, 0.338 au, and Saturn, 0.412 au,
are shown in red. The third to top panel shows the evolution of the semimajor axis, a. The third to bottom
panel shows the evolution of the eccentricity, e. The second to bottom panel displays the inclination, i . The
bottom panel shows the variations in the Tisserand’s parameter, TJ (Murray and Dermott 1999), and includes
the boundary references 2 (in brown) and 3 (in orange). The output time-step size is 1 yr, the origin of time is
epoch 2459600.5 TDB. The source of the input data is JPL’s Horizons

path. The value of its semimajor axis, 3.80 au places it within the orbital parameter space
of the Hilda asteroids, but it is not one of them. Figure 5, second-to-right-hand side panels,
shows that the nominal orbit led 2011 QQ99 in and out of the outer belt.

Figure 10 shows the result of N -body integrations backward in time for the nominal orbit
and representative control orbits of 2011 QQ99 (input Cartesian vectors from data in Table 9
of Appendix B). Our results show a very chaotic dynamical past driven again by frequent
encounters with Jupiter and Saturn, inside the Hill radii of both planets. The evolution is
however somewhat different from those of 210718 or 2003 BM1. Asteroid 2011 QQ99 may
remain confinedwithin a relatively narrowvolume in orbital parameter space, never venturing
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too far from the region of the giant planets. Its source region is probably between the orbits
of Jupiter and Neptune, the Centaur orbital domain.

4.5 2021 UJ5

This object was first observed on October 28, 2021, by the Pan-STARRS 2 (Kaiser 2004)
telescope system at Haleakala. Its orbit determination is based on 51 observations with a data-
arc span of 68 d (see Table 6 in Appendix A). It has a semimajor axis of 3.40 au, eccentricity
of 0.51, and orbital inclination of 9.39◦. Its current orbit places it between those of Mars and
Jupiter. It may have been a member of the Jupiter-family of comets (Gkotsinas et al. 2022)
or related populations such as the comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 or 2020 MK4 (de
la Fuente Marcos et al. 2021).

Figure 11 shows the result of N -body integrations backward in time for the nominal orbit
and representative control orbits of 2021 UJ5. Our results show a very chaotic dynamical past
driven by frequent encounters with Jupiter and Saturn, inside the Hill radii of both planets.
Our calculations suggest that its most probable source is in the Centaur population or, less
likely, the trans-Neptunian region.

5 Discussion

Our statistical analyses and calculations indicate that the present-day main asteroid belt may
not contain a sizeable population of minor bodies recently scattered outward by the terrestrial
planets. However, it does host a non-negligible population of newcomers scattered inward
by the giant planets and perhaps even captured from the Oort cloud or interstellar space.
These conclusions suggest that the dynamical pathways that may have populated the early
main belt may still be active today, but only in the case of material scattered inward. While
asteroids from the main belt are currently scattered inward, toward the terrestrial planets
(Granvik et al. 2017), the flux in the opposite direction may have ceased altogether. On the
other hand, Galiazzo et al. (2016) predicted that former Centaurs and TNOs could be found
in the outer asteroid belt. Our results confirm this prediction, but all the objects in Table 1
have a in the range 3.5–4.2 au.

The presence of 457175 (2008GO98) among the newcomers hints at a connection between
them and the small group of active objects present in the main asteroid belt. Although the
first active member of the main asteroid belt was found in 1979 (originally discovered as
1979 OW7, rediscovered as 1996 N2, and now known as comet 133P/Elst-Pizarro, see, for
example, Jewitt et al. 2014), the nature of this population remained ambiguous. It was not
until some time later that it became clear that a population of comets was present in the main
asteroid belt (Hsieh and Jewitt 2006; Jewitt and Hsieh 2022). Only a very small fraction
of the known members of the asteroid belt has been found to display comet-like features.
Although the dominant process behind the observed cometary activity in themain belt remains
unclear, possible mechanisms at work include sublimation of icy materials, impacts, rota-
tional breakups, and electrostatic effects (see, for example, Jewitt 2012; Gundlach and Blum
2016; Gkotsinas et al. 2022). The population of main-belt comets includes several bizarre
objects. The first known binary comet, 288P/(300163) 2006 VW139 (Agarwal et al. 2017,
2020), which is perhaps triple (Kim et al. 2020), belongs to this population that also includes
a multi-tailed comet, P/2013 P5 (Jewitt et al. 2013), and objects involved in impacts and
disruption events as in the cases of (596) Scheila (Jewitt et al. 2011), (6478) Gault (Moreno
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Fig. 11 Short-term past evolution of relevant parameters of 2021 UJ5.We show the evolution of the distance to
Jupiter (top panel) and Saturn (second to top) of the nominal orbit (in black) as described by the corresponding
orbit determination in Table 6 of Appendix A and those of control orbits or clones with Cartesian vectors
separated +3σ (in green), −3σ (in lime), +6σ (in blue), −6σ (in cyan), +9σ (in red), and −9σ (in pink)
from the nominal values in Table 10 of Appendix B. The Hill radii of Jupiter, 0.338 au, and Saturn, 0.412 au,
are shown in red. The third to top panel shows the evolution of the semimajor axis, a. The third to bottom
panel shows the evolution of the eccentricity, e. The second to bottom panel displays the inclination, i . The
bottom panel shows the variations in the Tisserand’s parameter, TJ (Murray and Dermott 1999), and includes
the boundary references 2 (in brown) and 3 (in orange). The output time-step size is 1 yr, the origin of time is
epoch 2459600.5 TDB. The source of the input data is JPL’s Horizons

et al. 2019), P/2015 X6 (Moreno et al. 2016a), P/2016 G1 (Moreno et al. 2016b), P/2019 A4
(PANSTARRS) andP/2021A5 (PANSTARRS) (Moreno et al. 2021) or 248370 (2005QN173)
(Chandler et al. 2021; Hsieh et al. 2021). The N -body calculations presented in the previ-
ous section suggest that most newcomers, including 457175, 2011 QQ99, and 2021 UJ5,
might have had an origin as debris from the 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1–P/2008 CL94
(Lemmon)–P/2010 TO20 (LINEAR-Grauer) cometary complex in Centaur orbital parameter
space.

The outer section of the main asteroid belt has been previously studied within the context
of the chaotic motion and the Lyapunov time, TL (the inverse of the maximum Lyapunov
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exponent), which could be very short for certain objects in this region (see, for example,
Murison et al. 1994; Holman and Murray 1996; Winter et al. 2010). The Lyapunov time is
the characteristic timescale for the exponential divergence of initially close orbits. Focusing
on the objects in Table 1 with the most reliable orbit determinations, we obtained TL=1500 yr
(1100 yr for integrations into the future) for 2003 BM1, 500 yr (500 yr) for 2011QQ99, 500 yr
(600 yr) for 2020 UO43, and 450 yr (800 yr) for 2021 UJ5. Therefore, our relevant results for
real objects confirm the conclusions of the analysis in Winter et al. (2010) and lend credence
to the notion that some small bodies may indeed have reached the main belt within the last
few hundred years. However, they may not last long in their current orbits as their TL are
also very short for integrations into the future.

The four asteroids mentioned above have Lyapunov times as short as their chaotic trans-
port times or diffusion times. In general, this is not the case. The statistical relationship
between these two timescales is not straightforward; it has a large scatter and its fitting is
approximately quadratic (see, for example, Murray and Holman 1997; Shevchenko 1998). A
dramatic example of this fact is in the asteroid 522 Helga, which is both chaotic and stable,
with a short Lyapunov time but infinite diffusion time (Milani and Nobili 1993). This topic
has been recently revisited by Cincotta et al. (2022).

We have pointed out above that secular resonances (other than von Zeipel–Lidov–Kozai’s)
may bring some of these objects back and forth into the belt frombeyond Jupiter. For instance,
asteroids could be perturbed by secular resonances involving the values of the longitude of
perihelion and the ascendingnode relative to those of Saturn (see, for example,Williams1969;
Froeschle and Scholl 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989; Yoshikawa 1987; Morbidelli and Henrard
1991a, b). The role of the so-called ν6 secular resonance can be explored by studying the
evolution of the resonant argumentσ6=� −�6, where�=�+ω is the longitude of perihelion
of the asteroid and the one of Saturn is �6. According to Williams (1969), two resonant
states are possible with libration of σ6 around 0o (when the perihelia of the asteroid and
Saturn are approximately aligned) or 180o (when the perihelia are somewhat anti-aligned),
for additional details see, for example, Carruba and Morbidelli (2011) and Huaman et al.
(2018). The secular nodal resonance with Saturn can be assessed by studying the resonant
argument �−�6. Using JPL’s Horizons data, we have explored these secular resonances
for 457175, 2003 BM1, 2011 QQ99, 2020 UO43, and 2021 UJ5. The secular nodal resonance
does not seem to be currently active for any of these objects, but Fig. 12 shows that at least
two objects are, have been, or will be subjected to the ν6 secular resonance. Comet 362P
or 457175 may have engaged in anti-aligned ν6 secular resonant behavior in the past and
2021 UJ5 seems to be currently trapped in the ν6 secular resonance with σ6 oscillating about
0o. Figure 13 shows that librations of σ6 are also observed for other objects, but not about 0o

or 180o. However, and given the rather short values of TL pointed out above, any resonant
engagements are expected to be relatively brief.

Our analyses have also uncovered a possible gravitational trap in the outer main belt for
interstellar objects entering the Solar system at relatively slow speeds with respect to the
barycenter; in other words, objects following hyperbolic orbits with low excess eccentricity,
∼1 to 1.3. Asteroid 2020UO43 might be one of such objects but its current orbit determination
is not precise enough to confirm (or reject) an interstellar origin (see also the cautionary note
above).

As pointed out in Sect. 2, we have not considered the Yarkovsky and Yarkovsky–
O’Keefe–Radzievskii–Paddack (YORP) effects (see, for example, Bottke et al. 2006) in our
calculations, although both effects have been confirmed to be detectable in both near-Earth
and main-belt asteroid populations (see, for example, Farnocchia et al. 2013; Carruba et al.
2016, 2017; Del Vigna et al. 2018; Ďurech et al. 2018; Greenstreet et al. 2019; Greenberg
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Fig. 12 Evolution of the resonant argument σ6=� − �6 for 457175 (2008 GO98) and 2021 UJ5, left- and
right-hand side panels, respectively. The origin of time is the epoch 2459600.5 JDBarycentric Dynamical Time
(2022-Jan-21.0 00:00:00.0 TDB) and the output cadence is 60 d. The source of the data is JPL’s Horizons

Fig. 13 Evolution of the resonant argument σ6=� − �6 for (from left to right) 2003 BM1, 2011 QQ99,
and 2020 UO43. The origin of time is the epoch 2459600.5 JD Barycentric Dynamical Time (2022-Jan-21.0
00:00:00.0 TDB) and the output cadence is 60 d. The source of the data is JPL’s Horizons

et al. 2020). However, ignoring these effects has no significant impact on the evaluation of
the short-term orbital evolution of the objects discussed here because for an average value
for the Yarkovsky drift of 10−9 au yr−1 (see, for example, Nugent et al. 2012), the timescale
to enter the main belt is of the order of Myr, which is several orders of magnitude longer than
the time intervals discussed in this research. On the other hand, accurate modeling of the
Yarkovsky force requires relatively precise knowledge of the physical properties—such as
rotation rate, albedo, bulk density, surface conductivity, or emissivity—of the objects under
study, which is not the case for the relevant small bodies studied in this work.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed the details of a data mining experiment aimed at identifying
present-day members of the main asteroid belt that may have reached the belt during the last
few hundred years. We have used publicly available data from JPL’s SBDB and Horizons.
Our analyses showwhich regions of the belt are the most and the least stable and how various
mean motion resonances shape the orbital architecture of the main belt. Our conclusions can
be summarized as follows.

1. The inner belt and the core of the main belt do not include any known object that could
be regarded as a recent arrival to the belt.

2. The outer main belt hosts a small but very interesting population of orbital newcomers.
A few dozen objects may have been inserted into this region within the last few hun-
dred years. The list of interlopers with reliable orbit determinations includes 457175
(2008 GO98), 2003 BM1, 2011 QQ99, 2020 UO43, and 2021 UJ5. At least one object has
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been found to exhibit cometary activity, 457175 or comet 362P, which opens an inter-
esting connection between the interlopers singled out here and the small group of active
objects present in the main asteroid belt.

3. Asteroid 2020 UO43 has a non-negligible probability of having an origin in the Oort
cloud or even interstellar space, but its orbit determination is not sufficiently robust to
reach a conclusive answer to the question of its origin, if the object is confirmed as real.

4. Most interlopers found here may come from the Centaur orbital realm.

Our results suggest that the dynamical pathways that inserted material from beyond Jupiter
into the main asteroid belt early in the history of the Solar system may continue to be active
today but those sending debris from the orbital realm of the terrestrial planets into the belt
may be currently inactive or at least their present-day strength could be significantly weaker
than that of those scattering material inward.
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Appendix A Orbit determinations

The orbit determinations of the objects discussed in detail in the sections are shown here
(Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6).
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Table 2 Values of the Heliocentric Keplerian orbital elements and their respective 1σ uncertainties of
2003 BM1

Orbital parameter

Semimajor axis, a (au) = 3.640089±0.000002

Eccentricity, e = 0.5143570±0.0000010

Inclination, i (o) = 11.34667±0.00003

Longitude of the ascending node, � (o) = 350.5776±0.0002

Argument of perihelion, ω (o) = 156.1809±0.0009

Mean anomaly, M (o) = 247.5705±0.0002

Perihelion distance, q (au) = 1.767783±0.000004

Aphelion distance, Q (au) = 5.512394±0.000003

Absolute magnitude, H (mag) = 18.2

Theorbit determination is referred to epoch JD2459600.5 (2022-Jan-21.0)TDB (BarycentricDynamical Time,
J2000.0 ecliptic and equinox), and it is based on 90 observations with a data-arc span of 5140 d (solution date,
2021-Apr-14 21:40:32 PDT). Source: JPL’s SBDB

Table 3 Values of the Heliocentric Keplerian orbital elements and their respective 1σ uncertainties of
2020 UO43 . Source: JPL’s SBDB

Orbital parameter

Semimajor axis, a (au) = 4.1360±0.0011

Eccentricity, e = 0.64513±0.00011

Inclination, i (o) = 1.7584±0.0003

Longitude of the ascending node, � (o) = 83.552±0.009

Argument of perihelion, ω (o) = 260.125±0.010

Mean anomaly, M (o) = 40.38±0.02

Perihelion distance, q (au) = 1.46775±0.00008

Aphelion distance, Q (au) = 6.804±0.002

Absolute magnitude, H (mag) = 19.50±0.15

The orbit determination is referred to epoch JD 2459396.5 (2021-Jul-01.0) TDB (Barycentric Dynamical
Time, J2000.0 ecliptic and equinox), and it is based on 13 observations with a data-arc span of 548 d (solution
date, 2021-Apr-15 23:16:16 PDT).
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Table 4 Values of the Heliocentric Keplerian orbital elements and their respective 1σ uncertainties of 210718
(2000 ST252) . Source: JPL’s SBDB

Orbital parameter

Semimajor axis, a (au) = 3.60668553±0.00000004

Eccentricity, e = 0.39219767±0.00000003

Inclination, i (o) = 7.477859±0.000005

Longitude of the ascending node, � (o) = 74.36999±0.00005

Argument of perihelion, ω (o) = 15.40597±0.00005

Mean anomaly, M (o) = 342.689186±0.000010

Perihelion distance, q (au) = 2.19215188±0.00000014

Aphelion distance, Q (au) = 5.02121918±0.00000005

Absolute magnitude, H (mag) = 15.18

The orbit determination is referred to epoch JD 2459600.5 (2022-Jan-21.0) TDB (Barycentric Dynamical
Time, J2000.0 ecliptic and equinox), and it is based on 584 observations with a data-arc span of 7822 d
(solution date, 2022-Apr-13 22:34:29 PDT)

Table 5 Values of the Heliocentric Keplerian orbital elements and their respective 1σ uncertainties of
2011 QQ99 . Source: JPL’s SBDB

Orbital parameter

Semimajor axis, a (au) = 3.80163390±0.00000008

Eccentricity, e = 0.4261700±0.0000003

Inclination, i (o) = 3.21247±0.00003

Longitude of the ascending node, � (o) = 1.6633±0.0003

Argument of perihelion, ω (o) = 8.9432±0.0003

Mean anomaly, M (o) = 134.16675±0.00004

Perihelion distance, q (au) = 2.1814916±0.0000013

Aphelion distance, Q (au) = 5.42177625±0.00000012

Absolute magnitude, H (mag) = 16.5

Theorbit determination is referred to epoch JD2459600.5 (2022-Jan-21.0)TDB (BarycentricDynamical Time,
J2000.0 ecliptic and equinox), and it is based on 48 observations with a data-arc span of 8918 d (solution date,
2021-Apr-15 05:16:22 PDT).
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Table 6 Values of theHeliocentricKeplerian orbital elements and their respective 1σ uncertainties of 2021UJ5
. Source: JPL’s SBDB

Orbital parameter

Semimajor axis, a (au) = 3.3960±0.0002

Eccentricity, e = 0.51475±0.00002

Inclination, i (o) = 9.3875±0.0003

Longitude of the ascending node, � (o) = 65.33424±0.00014

Argument of perihelion, ω (o) = 351.1743±0.0012

Mean anomaly, M (o) = 11.9668±0.0010

Perihelion distance, q (au) = 1.64789±0.00002

Aphelion distance, Q (au) = 5.1440±0.0003

Absolute magnitude, H (mag) = 19.72

The orbit determination is referred to epoch JD 2459600.5 (2022-Jan-21.0) TDB (Barycentric Dynamical
Time, J2000.0 ecliptic and equinox), and it is based on 51 observations with a data-arc span of 68 d (solution
date, 2022-Jan-07 22:17:00 PST).

Appendix B Cartesian vectors

The barycentric Cartesian state vectors of the objects discussed in detail in the sections are
shown here (Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10).

Table 7 Barycentric Cartesian state vector of 2003BM1: components and associated 1σ uncertainties. Source:
JPL’s Horizons

Component Value±1σ uncertainty

X (au) = 4.897320775769619×10+0±1.34839974×10−5

Y (au) = −5.212872303509024×10−1±5.05348133×10−5

Z (au) = 5.752081909237879×10−2±1.23618711×10−5

VX (au/d) = −1.879730452630099×10−3±5.60658767×10−8

VY (au/d) = 5.817006393756842×10−3±3.02313450×10−8

VZ (au/d) = 1.091705108513680×10−3±8.31948849×10−9

Data are referred to epoch 2459600.5, 21-January-2022 00:00:00.0 TDB (J2000.0 ecliptic and equinox).

Table 8 Barycentric Cartesian state vector of 210718 (2000 ST252): components and associated 1σ uncer-
tainties . Source: JPL’s Horizons

Component Value±1σ uncertainty

X (au) = 1.536584439342031×10+0±4.74764379×10−7

Y (au) = 1.775723062487080×10+0±1.73163239×10−7

Z (au) = −1.324647636935953×10−1±2.62870805×10−7

VX (au/d) = −1.116266081601603×10−2±1.48210777×10−9

VY (au/d) = 6.472903689610230×10−3±9.95711599×10−10

VZ (au/d) = 1.639978110112024×10−3±1.30296247×10−9

Data are referred to epoch 2459600.5, 21-January-2022 00:00:00.0 TDB (J2000.0 ecliptic and equinox).
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Table 9 Barycentric Cartesian state vector of 2011 QQ99: components and associated 1σ uncertainties .
Source: JPL’s Horizons

Component Value±1σ uncertainty

X (au) = −5.088605123745555×10+0±1.06554528×10−6

Y (au) = 9.382269468486346×10−1±3.14616410×10−6

Z (au) = 6.091157848659857×10−2±9.27918730×10−7

VX (au/d) = −2.536954036137189×10−3±2.13416890×10−9

VY (au/d) = −5.505587343920672×10−3±3.72951351×10−9

VZ (au/d) = −3.041369097484084×10−4±3.48439024×10−9

Data are referred to epoch 2459600.5, 21-January-2022 00:00:00.0 TDB (J2000.0 ecliptic and equinox).

Table 10 Barycentric Cartesian state vector of 2021UJ5: components and associated 1σ uncertainties. Source:
JPL’s Horizons

Component Value±1σ uncertainty

X (au) = −2.335857504258083×10−1±9.68577354×10−6

Y (au) = 1.780329374916908×10+0±3.05919872×10−5

Z (au) = 1.565833140371389×10−1±5.84106645×10−6

VX (au/d) = −1.529097469644606×10−2±4.78188519×10−8

VY (au/d) = 1.569062550517957×10−3±2.26363719×10−7

VZ (au/d) = 2.405822479905948×10−3±9.80029822×10−8

Data are referred to epoch 2459600.5, 21-January-2022 00:00:00.0 TDB (J2000.0 ecliptic and equinox).

Appendix C Additional new arrivals

Figure 14 shows the evolution of relevant orbital elements for the objects in Table 1 with the
most uncertain orbit determinations. All of them appear to have a short-term origin in Centaur
orbital parameter space and a fewmight be debris from the 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1–
P/2008 CL94 (Lemmon)–P/2010 TO20 (LINEAR-Grauer) cometary complex.
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Fig. 14 Evolution of the orbital elements semimajor axis (top panels), eccentricity (middle panels), and
inclination (bottom panels) for the nominal orbits of 2007RS62, 2010BG18, 2010 JC58, 2010 JV52, 2010KS6,
2010 LD74, 2010 OX38, 2013 HT149, 2015 BH103, 2015 BU525, 2015 RO127, 2015 RS139, 2016 PC41,
2016 UU231, and 2020 SA75. The origin of time is the epoch 2459600.5 JD Barycentric Dynamical Time
(2022-Jan-21.0 00:00:00.0 TDB) and the output cadence is 30 d. The source of the data is JPL’s Horizons
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